
Privacy statement Brouwer Groothandelsgroep 

Privacy sensitive data or personal information are processed via the website 
www.brouwergroep.nl. Brouwer Groothandelsgroep considers it very important to treat personal 
information with great care. Personal information is therefore processed carefully and securely. 

When processing this data, we comply with the requirements of the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR). Brouwer Groothandelsgroep is responsible for processing of the data. 
Because our processes fall within the statutory exemption rules, they are not registered with the 
Netherlands Data Protection Authority (College Bescherming Persoonsgegevens). This privacy 
statement explains which personal data we collect and use and for which purpose. We 
recommend you read this carefully. 

This privacy statement was last revised on 2 July 2018. 

Use of personal data 

When you visit our website, you leave certain information with us. This could be personal 
information. We only store and use personal information provided by you directly or where it is 
clear to us when submitted that they may be processed. Company details fall under the GDPR. 
This privacy statement is therefore mainly intended for those visiting the website as private 
individuals or employees. 

Identifying website visits 

The website of Brouwer Groothandelsgroep keeps general visit data, including your computer's IP 
address and the time at which the data was requested, as well as information sent by your 
browser. These details are used to analyse visiting and click behaviour on the website. Brouwer 
Groothandelsgroep uses this information to improve the functioning of the website. These 
details are anonymized as far as possible and are not issued to third parties. 

Google Analytics 

Brouwer Groothandelsgroep uses Google Analytics to monitor how visitors use the website. The 
information thus obtained, including your computer's address (IP address), are transferred to and 
stored by Google on servers in the United States. Read Google's privacy policy for further 
information. You may also access the privacy policy of Google Analytics here. 

https://policies.google.com/privacy?hl=nl


Google uses this information to monitor how our website is used, issue reports about the website 
to Brouwer Groothandelsgroep, and to provide its advertisers with information about the 
effectiveness of their campaigns. Google may share this information with third parties if it is 
legally required to do so, or insofar as these third parties process information on behalf of 
Google. Brouwer Groothandelsgroep doe not have any influence on this. 

Brouwer Groothandelsgroep has not given Google permission to use Analytics information 
obtained via Brouwer Groothandelsgroep for any other Google services. 

Contact form 

If you complete a contact form on the website, or send us an e-mail, then the details you send 
us are stored for as long as needed, given the nature of the form or the content of your e-mail, 
to ensure comprehensive responses and processing. 

Via the website, we collect your name, e-mail address, address, postcode and place of 
residence. 

We may contact you by post, mail or telephone for commercial purposes. You may unsubscribe to 
all such communications. 

We do not publish your details. 

Accessing, changing or deleting personal data 

You have the right to access, correct or delete your personal information. Send a request for 
access, correction or deletion to info@brouwergroep.nl. Brouwer Groothandelsgroep will then 
respond to your request as soon as possible, but no longer than four weeks. 

Security 

Brouwer Groothandelsgroep takes the protection of your personal data very seriously and takes 
appropriate measures to combat misuse, loss, unauthorised access, unwanted publication and 
improper changes. The website of Brouwer Groothandelsgroep uses a reliable SSL Certificate to 
ensure that your personal information does not fall into the wrong hands. 

If you are concerned that your data is not properly secure, or that there are indications of 
misuse, or if you require further information about the security of the personal information 
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collected by Brouwer Groothandelsgroep, then please contact Brouwer Groothandelsgroep via 
info@brouwergroep.nl.  

Brouwer Groothandelsgroep can be reached as follows: 

Business address:  

Kilbystraat 1, 8263 CJ, Kampen, NL 

Chamber of Commerce registration number: 52842711 

E-mail address: info@brouwergroep.nl  
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